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CHROMOTHERAPY These acrylic sunglasses without a prescription come in nine Life Saver colors, each designed to change mood or correct some emotional imbalance. Wear red to spice up your energy, yellow to make you more positive, blue to soothe you. Do they work? You'll have a colorful decision time. $14
each; To order and learn more about what each color does, go momentum98.com. MOOD RINGS Mood rings were a raging fad of the 1970s, and now - along with the symbol of peace - they're back. Do they really reveal your emotional state? We have no idea, but after all these years, it's still fun to slip one and watch
the color change. $36 per box 36; to order, go to the incrediblegifts.com. What's in the name? Will you believe the color of energy that is the key to your personality? Maybe not. But some numerologists do, and they base their belief on the relationship between numbers, color and alphabet on Pythagoras's theories, no
less. Here's how it works: Take each letter in your own name and find his matching number in the guide on the right. Add all the numbers and then reduce the total to single digit. EXAMPLE: Mimi Read 4 9 4 9 9 5 1 4 45. 4 x5 and 9 - gold. NUMEROLOGY KEY TO YOUR COLOR PERSONALITY Interior Designer Ellen
Kennon, a color expert with a spiritual bias, analyzes every personality color: 1. Red: The most dominant personality. Seer and risk: energetic, passionate, tenacious, bright and courageous. 2. Orange: Balanced both mentally and physically. Happy, faithful, accepts every day as it comes. 3. Yellow: Funny, charming,
magnetic, intelligent, confident and creative. Somewhat psychic and mysterious. A good leader and negotiator. 4. Green: The perfect balance between physical and mental. Grounded, logical, not easily influenced, rarely subjective. Intensely loyal friend - and has many of them. 5. Blue: Optimistic, empathetic, flexible,
idealistic, calm, patient, loyal. A natural mother. 6. Indigo: brilliant old soul, intuitive, sensitive, impulsive, inquisitive and ambitious, with a great thirst for life. 7. Violet: Also an old soul. Intense, cerebral, wise, loving, generous, sentimental and artistic. 8. Rose: The main qualities are strength, love and leadership. Turns
visions into reality. 9. Gold: Radiates love, joy, compassion and understanding. ColorSnap (free). Whether you're walking through a museum or a canyon, it lets you take a picture of the color you love and match it to the color of Sherwin-Williams paint. Ben Color Capture (free). The world is your personal electronic deck
fan. This app (shown right) can match your snapshot of any of the more than 3300 Benjamin Moore paint colors. ColorChange Take any image and manipulate the colors - you can visualize what a room, object or landscape will look like in the colors of your choice. ColorTilt ($2.99). Out with your inner child: child: From
4096 colors and create finger paintings with simple touches on the touch screen. You can even display your work in a web gallery. ASK AN INTERIOR DESIGNER I look at what the customer is wearing and what's in his or her closet. Affinity for certain colors runs deep, and it is best to cut in pursuit. If they are dressed in
black, you may be in trouble! Once I know what their color preferences are, I choose an extra color. Good color schemes always have extra colors to keep them from being too obvious. A large all-blue-white number will have a philip of a different color to set it - coral or spring green come straight to mind. Often the extra
color will be from the opposite place on the colored wheel. Then you can make variations on it. -Tom Scheerer First, I get my clients to react to colors. The key is to find out how they feel in and out with color. I encourage them to go to museums, see pictures and see what pleases them. I tell them to look at the
environment as an art and explore what they feel in this space - happiness, balance, flow from room to room. I've never had a preconception to color - it's all about the client. I made gaps in all white, and found that be as colorful as any other. I don't play with chips. The color is very different in a 2-by-2-inch square than in
an entire room. The key is to see color in the context of people and their environment. - Alessandra Branca I ask clients to flick through my portfolio, which is full of photos of the rooms I designed. It's divided into two parts - neutral and color - and I believe that people usually end up in one camp or another. I also have
many pre-assembled fabric schemes and paint colors that I keep in small bundles and throw in front of them. They usually react quite strongly to the colors they like. If all this fails, I have a retail store and I walk people through it. They can say: I like it, I don't like it, while they're touching and feeling something - it's a more
natural way to figure out color preferences. - Phoebe Howard ASK A COLOR CONSULTANT Three things guide us - the people who live there, the spaces themselves, and geography. The white you would do in California is not the same white you would do in New York. If we succeed, color is not the first thing people
notice when they enter - it's just part of full realization and absorbed into the atmosphere and emotions of space. -Donald Kaufman, Donald Kaufman Color of New York; donaldkaufmancolor.com Of course, I look around, perspectives, architecture. But then I always ask people how they want to feel in space because
color is such a powerful healer. It can change your emotional life for the better. Isn't that what life is all about? - Ellen Kennon, Full Spectrum ellenkennon.com My First First not with a client, it's with the house: What is phenestracy? What does it look like? How high are the ceilings? How big are the rooms? What flooring?
Is the general style Georgian? Modern? Mediterranean? Modern? All this leads to mood, atmosphere. And I don't jump from mood to mood. For me, satisfaction comes when the doors are open and you see pieces of wall connected to other parts of the wall associated with corridors associated with large spaces. There
has to be a continuity that feels like one vote. -Scott Flannaya, Architectural Color Consultant, Santa Monica, California This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content
on the piano.io Daniel Sambraus The existence of color whining on philosophers, scientists, artists and thinkers for eons. Some will define it as the visual effect of light reflecting and refracting while others will say color is all about expression, and most will probably agree that whatever it is, this beauty manifests itself.
Splashing color can make all the difference. Since these artists, designers and tasters said it best, keep reading for the collection of inspirational quotes about color. 1 of 26 Paul Gauguin quote: Color! What a deep and mysterious language, the language of dreams. Takeaway: Like music, color language. Artists use color
to express motives and moods instead of using words to articulate them. 2 of 26 Vasily Kandinsky quote: Color is a force that directly affects the soul. Takeaway: Color can affect people's emotions. yellow breeds happiness. Blue has a calming effect. Red symbolizes love. 3 of Lilly Pulitzer's 26 quote: I believe that color
affects people's mood. Takeaway: This quote repeats the correlation between color and mood. The products of fashion designer Lilly Pulitzer often have bright colors that radiate a vibrant, inspiring mood. 4 of Andrew Wyeth's 26 quote: If only one could catch that true color of nature- the very thought of it drives me crazy.
Takeaway: As far as we can try, it is impossible to capture the true color of nature. It's like trying to capture the essence of the moon on an iPhone camera. You can only really test it instead of grabbing it or play it. 5 of Georgia O'Keefe's 26 quote: I found that I could say things with color and shapes that I couldn't say
otherwise. Takeaway: Georgia O'Keefe talks about the scale of color's ability to evoke feeling and bring meaning to life experiences. 6 of the 26 Coco Chanel quote: The best color in the world is the one that looks good on you. Takeaway: You can never go wrong with a color that brings out your best features and mood.
you fancy a red look or all about bright blue, bright blue, It matters that it is the color that brings out your best self. 7 of Elsa Schiaperelli's 26 quote: I gave pink, nerve red, neon pink, unreal pink. Takeaway: There's something about neon color that strikes different. Whether it appears in a neon sign or on clothes, bright
neon colors offer a vibration that regular colors lack. 8 of the 26 Celerie Kemble quote: There's a reason we don't see the world in black and white. Takeaway: We are designed to see the world in color and appreciate all the beauty it shows us. From sunsets, to canyon flowers, to the blue of the ocean, here you can
admire. 9 of 26 Paul Cezanne quote: We live in a rainbow of chaos. Takeaway: This one basically gets at the way the world is messy, but it's a colorful mess, something still appreciated. 10 of 26 Henri Matisse quote: Color helps to express light - not a physical phenomenon, but the only light that really exists that in the
artist's brain. Takeaway: Matisse refers to color as a mechanism by which abstract internal processes and emotions are realized. What artists think is often expressed in colors. 11 of 26 Henri Matisse quote: With color one receives energy that seems to stem from witchcraft. Takeaway: The colors we see and use are
nothing less than magical. They bring energy to the room, or to the attire, or to the building, which is undeniable. 12 of Frida Halo's 26 quote: I will try pencils sharpened to the point of infinity that always sees ahead: Green is a good warm light. Magenta-Aztec. The old TLIAPALI blood is a prickly pear, the brightest and
oldest. (Brown) is the color of moles, leaves, becoming earth. yellow is the madness of disease fear part of the sun and happiness. Blue is a love of electricity and cleanliness. (Black) - nothing came back. It's really nothing. Leaves, sadness, science, all of Germany - it's this color. Yellow is more of madness and mystery
all ghosts wear clothes of this color, or at least their underwear. Dark blue is the color of bad advertising and good business. (Blue) - distance. Tenderness can also be so blue. (Red) - blood? Well, who knows! Takeaway: In her notebook, Frida Kahlo explored her association with a new set of colored pencils. She didn't
really give most of these names, she just used the actual color as a reference. 13 of 26 Hanif Willis-Abdurrakib quote: He says what color you make the sky, and I say something bright enough that people want them to be here, and he squints at the dancing shrapnel of dying light along the roof, and he says I love things
just the way they are. Takeaway: Poet Hanif Willis-Abdurrakib is modern in our attitude to color, given how it has changed in the age of technology. Earlier in this poem, he explains how he increases the saturation, the word bright colors, as well as overloading information. 14 of Dorothy Draper's 26 quote: You can never
judge the shade of paint by liquid color in a pot of paint. You have to apply it to the wall, wait until the paint dries and then decide. Takeaway: This is essentially a color version of Don't Judge the Book by its cover. You won't know what you're getting in the color of the paint until you see it in the final condition, which will
dry out on the wall. 15 of 26 Edvard Munch quote: I feel a cry passing through nature. I drew... clouds like actual blood. The color screamed. Takeaway: Edvard Munch explains the inspiration behind his iconic painting, Scream, in which he uses color to evoke sound. 16 of Ludwig Wittgenstein's 26 quote: If we were to
imagine orange on the blue side or purple on the yellow side, it would give us the same impression as the north wind, and coming from the southwest. Takeaway: Ludwig Wittgenstein was a philosopher to put an end to the entire philosophy, especially since our entire worldview, and thus our lived experience, depends on
the language that depends on the worldview ... Confused? This is basically just the theory of relativity applied to color theory. 17 of 26 Joan Didion quote: During the blue nights you think that the end of the day will never come ... Blue nights are the opposite of dying brightness, but they are also his warning. Takeaway:
This is a rather upbeat excerpt from Joan Didion's memoir Blue Nights. Written alone after her daughter, quintana Roo, passed away a year after she lost her husband, she moves grief, motherly love, and memory. The book begins with a deep immersion in its namesake, a metaphor for the time of day and year that sits
in limbo, which is a loss. 18 of Ralph Waldo Emerson's 26 quotes: Life train moods like a string of beads and as we go through them they turn out to be multicolored lenses that paint the world its own hue, and each shows only what lies in its focus. Takeaway: not only is life not black and white, but it's not just in one
color. It's a multi-colored, multifaceted experience. 19 of ocean Vuong's 26 citation: There were colors, Ma. Yes, there were colors that I felt when I was with him. Not words, but shades, penum effects. Takeaway: Ocean Vuong describes what is often indescribable-love, using color as a metaphor. 20 of 26 Vincent van
Gogh quote: Instead of trying to reproduce exactly what I see in front of me, I make a more arbitrary use of color to express myself more forcefully ... To express the love of two lovers by marriage of two additional colors... To express the thought of eyebrows with a radiance of light tone on a dark background. To express
the hope of some star. Someone's passion for the radiance of the setting sun. Takeaway: Like many other visual artists, Vincent Van Gogh describes color as a means to dynamics of relationships and contrasts, such as harmony and discord, dark and light. 21 of 26 Ann Carson quote: Depression on unknown modes of
being. There are no words for a world without oneself, seen with impersonal clarity. All language can register is a slow return to oblivion we call health, when the imagination automatically repaints the landscape and the habit blurs the perception and the language takes over its routine flourishes . Takeaway: Color is often
used as a guideline in the conversation around depression. Anne Carson, a poet with a background in the classics, anchored a reimagining of Greek myth around color, hence its title: The Autobiography of Red. 22 of Emily Dickinson's 26 quote: Nature is less likely to use yellow than any other shade. Saves it all for the
sunsets prodigal of the scarlet blue spending as the woman yellow she gives only scant and electable as the words of the lover . Takeaway: The color is powerful and directly affects the soul. yellow, which comes from sunsets is a precious shade that does not appear as often as the blue sky. 23 of 26 Karen Ray Levin
quote: Lack of color vision is not the end of the world. It's just a different way of looking at it. Takeaway: A reminder that we don't all see the world the same way, and that color is not a common, universal experience. Many people see color differently, or only specific colors, or none at all, but they all just have different
points of view. 24 of Maya Angelou's 26: Try to be a rainbow in someone's cloud. Takeaway: This one uses color to entice others to try to make someone's life, or even just their day, better rather than making it worse. A small act of kindness can do the trick! 25 of Roxanne Gay's 26 quote: Pink is my favorite color. I said
that my favorite color was black to be cool, but it's pink. Takeaway: This shows that you should take any color talking to you. If you love yellow, own it! If you're a purple fanatic, it's fantastic! 26 of Maggie Nelson's 26 quote: A semicircle of dazzling turquoise ocean is a primitive love scene. The fact that this blue exists
makes my life wonderful, just to see it. To see such beautiful things. To find yourself placed in their environment. No choice. Takeaway: This one centers on what gift it is to be able to testify about the colors that nature exudes. The beauty of nature is charming and free. Charge. the color of water free audiobook. the color
of water free book. the color of water free online book. the color of water free audio. the color of water free online. the color of water free ebook download. the color of water pdf free download. the color of water audiobook free online
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